THE ARGOT OF THE UNDERWORLI)
DRUG ADDICT* ALFRED R. Ln FSMITt
The argot of the American underworld addict is of such recent origin that it can scarcely be said to have a history at all. Practically all of the words and idioms used by this group have acquired the special meanings attributed to them so recently that the examination of collections of underworld languages which were made in the past do not give any help in understanding current usage among the addicts or "junkers" of today. This topic has been given virtually no attention by contemporary sociologists or linguists despite the fact that special languages of this type are of undoubted significance to both.' It is significant that although drug addiction existed in this country many decades before 1850 no body of argot began to develop until a couple of decades after the middle of the century when opium smoking was introduced into the American underworld as something in the nature of a fashion. 2 The Chinese who immigrated to this country in large numbers in the decade of the fifties and thereafter, not only introduced the habit to the American underworld of the Barbary Coast, but they also left their influence upon the language which was employed by American initiates to describe the paraphernalia and experiences which are associated with the smoking of opium. This influence is still obvious today in the number of words collected in this paper which are derivations from the Chinese or corruptions of it.
The opium smokers of the later decades of the nineteenth * This compilation of argot was made in connection with a study of drug addiction conducted in Chicago under the direction of Dr. Herbert Blumer.
tDepartment of Sociology, Indiana University. 1 With the exception of excellent pioneer work that is now being done by D. W. Maurer of the University of Louisville. Maurer has published a couple articles on addict argot and several others on other underworld argots. The criminologist will find it very instructive to examine these articles, which appeared in American Speech. He approaches this subject from the linguistic viewpoint.
2An anonymous writer who had been a deputy sheriff in the Black Hills during the seventies, referred in 1888 (Chamber's Journal, vol, 65, p. 654) to such terms as ((joint," "long draw," "rolling opium," "h.it the Pipe" and "fiends." This indicates that the argot was already in process of formation at that early date. century and the first two decades of the twentieth were among the elite of the underworld. They first learned the habit and tha ritual associated with it from the Chinese, and it was this group that first developed the lingo which is now used by virtually all types of underworld narcotic users. When smoking was stamped out, and the old pipe smoker was compelled to resort to the needle or to the sniffing of the drug, he applied the language which he at first applied only to opium smoking to his changed circumstances. Other persons who used the drug in other ways found, when they merged with the ex-smokers in the underworld, that there was already a lingo in existence among this latter group which served to meet the expressional needs associated with drug addiction and with the maintenance of a "habit." This lingo was impressed upon addicts all the more by reason of the fact that the pipe smoker enjoyed prestige in the underworld.
The shift in the opium smoker's language from a body of argot applying at first only to opium smoking to one which applied to the use of opiates in any form may be easily traced in the shifting meanings of a number of words. Thus, the term, "yen," no doubt a derivation from the Chinese, or a corruption of it, was first used to designate the opium smoker's desire for his drug during withdrawal distress.
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It is now used in a general sense for the desire for any opiate during withdrawal distress regardless of how the drug is used. The terms "gowster" and "hop-head," which used to refer only to opium smokers, may now be applied to any drug user. Instances of this kind are numerous.
It is sometimes thought that underworld lingos, and the addict's lingo represent a desire for secrecy. It is assumed that the addict, wishing to communicate with a fellow addict in the presence of nonaddicts, invents an argot to meet this purpose. Nothing could be further from the truth, than this notion. The surest means an addict could employ to make his identity known would be to use the argot. To the narcotic agent this would furnish an unmistakable clue. The addict who wishes to conceal his identity, like the criminal in the same situation, uses the everyday language of people in legitimate society.
The real causes which account for the origin of a special argot are deeper and are probably akin to the causes of all language development. The addict's argot represents a need for a special form of expression which arises out of the peculiar experiences that are associated with the use of opiate drugs. This need is felt and becomes effective in the creation of the argot only when the persons who have these experiences become, in some sense, united and integrated into a single social unit. Addict argot arises out of the common experiences of addicts living in association with one another. As long as the drug addicts in our society were scattered throughout legitimate occupations, each one more or less unknown to others, no argot developed. In England today, where this is approximately the situation, there is apparently no argot in existence. It is only when they came together, as in our underworld, bound together by common interests and above all by the necessities of obtaining a daily supply of the drug and of outwitting the police, that a special language emerged.
We have tried to limit ourselves in this glossary to terms and phrases with special meanings for the drug-user. We have excluded those terms which are general in the underworld and are used by addicts without any meaning that is specifically connected with addiction. A number of phrases and words associated with the use of cocaine have been included because of the fact that a large proportion of opiate users have, at one time or another, used cocaine alone or in combination with an opiate. Individuals who use only cocaine are rare. Similarly, a few terms, which the addict uses exactly as they are used in the underworld generally, have been included for special reasons. Thus, we have included the verb "to boost" (to shop-lift) because this form of activity is extremely common among addicts.
We have not attempted to account for all the possible variations which can be introduced into the usual language of the addict by systematic changes such as those represented in what is known as "pig-latin" and other such devices. We have included "amdray" (pig-latin for "dram") only because it seemed to be more generally used than other "pig-latin" products. We have not taken into account the so-called "Australian" lingo nor the device which makes "mizake the mizan" from the phrase "make the man."
No word list of this kind can be complete nor can it be correct in all details for all parts of the country at once. Addict argot changes rapidly and varies from one section of the country to the next. The list which follows is substantially the argot of the Chicago addict at the time of our study. All of the words and phrases in the list that follows, with the exception of about forty which were taken from Maurer's work, have been checked with addicts for authenticity and for correct definition. No doubt some errors still remain. The examples cited are, in practically all cases, actual utterances of addicts with whom we came in contact.
Abb: An abscess usually caused by bad drugs or by an unsterilized needle. While the addict is using the drug these abscesses heal slowly but when he quits they quickly disappear. To have had one's hips become of unequal size through long continued smoking of opium in the reclining position. Hit the gow, or hit the stuff: To be addicted to narcotics. Hit, to, or to be hit: Refers to the effects of a shot as they begin to be felt. Example: "That shot hit me like a ton of brick." Hitch up the reindeers: To be about to use cocaine. Also to go on a sleigh ride. Hitting the stuff, or hitting junk: To be using narcotics. Hocus: The drug in solution. Hold, to: To support. As in, 'Two one grain shots a day will hold me.' Also, to carry. Holding, to be: To have drugs to sell on one's person. Thus an addict who wishes to buy some will inquire, "Are you holding?", of the peddler from whom he wishes to buy. Hooked, to be: To be addicted, or to have used drugs long enough so that when one stops the withdrawal illness will ensue. Thus, if one has been given drugs in ignorance and does not know what the withdrawal sickness is caused by, an addict might say, "You're hooked and don't know it." It may also be used in reference to relapse, as "One shot is enough to get a junker hooked again." It means that for one who has once been addicted one injection is sufficient to cause him to continue to use it until he is "really hooked." On, to be: To be using drugs. Orange-bowl: See lemon-bowl.
Paid off in gold:
When an under cover narcotic agent has persuaded an addict to sell him some of the drug and has then flashed his badge he is said to have paid him off in gold. Panic: Scarcity of drugs, usually caused by the arrest of a big peddler.
Example: "The heat's on. Connection blowed up. There's a panic on." Panic-man: An addict suffering from withdrawal distress and therefore desperately in need of the drug. Paper, a paper of stuff: See bindle. Peter: Knock-out drops which are given an addict when he is flipped or taken. "P. G.": Paregoric. A drug store preparation containing about 1.9 grains of opium to the fluid ounce, used by addicts in case of a shortage of heroin or morphine. They usually drink it and sometimes they boil it down and inject the concentrated residue with a hypodermic outfit. Picked up: Under the immediate influence of narcotics.
Pick-up: A pick-up is an injection of drugs. See shot. To pick up
is to give a shot. Example: "He didn't feel right because he missed his morning pick-up." "I will pick you up." Piddle: Hospital. Also poggy. Piece, a: An ounce of drugs. Also half a piece, fourth of a piece, an eighth, etc. Also, O.Z. or .ust 0. Example: "Give me three pieces and an eighth." or "He's a piece man." Pill: Opium as it is consumed on the bowl of the pipe. Also yen-pok. Pin-shot: An injection of drugs made by simply using a pin or other sharp instrument to make a large enough wound so that the end of the medicine dropper may be inserted directly when the injection is made. This is known as a penitentiary shot. Pin-yen: Opium. A term presumably derived from the Chinese. Pipe-fiends: See smokers. Opium smoking originated in the United
States as an underworld practice, or fad, approximately in the 1850's and the term "fiend" appears to have been employed to designate the habituees almost from the very beginning. It was later extended in application to all addicts. Pipies: See smokers, pipe-fiends. Plant: A concealed supply of drugs or of equipment for using them.
Also stasch. Playing around: When an addict has been off the drug and begins to use a little now and then, usually with the intention of being very careful not to get hooked, he is said to be playing around or dabbling. In the vast majority of cases such a person becomes addicted again. See also chippy. Examples: "I know a man who works in the City Hal who used to be hooked on the pipe and has played around for almost ten years." "Don't dabble with it or you'll wake up some morning with a yen." Playing the nod: To doze or go to sleep from over-indulgence.
Pleasure-smoker:
One who smokes the pipe now and then but is not addicted. Ordinarily in order to be classed as a pleasure smoker it is necessary that one smoke irregularly for a long period of time without becoming addicted or that one has never been addicted. See also, three-day habit, week-end habit, pleasure-user, joy popper. Pleasure user: One who uses now and then for pleasure only and is not addicted. Usually the term is restricted to those who have never been addicted and who continue to use irregularly for some time. Thus, "I was a pleasure-user for five years before I finally got hooked." When an addict relapses or begins to use a little after having quit the drug for a period of time he is not ordinarily spoken of as a pleasure user. Wing-ding, to throw a wing-ding: An effort on the part of an addict to get drugs by pretending to be suffering from some pain or disease, or by deliberately injuring himself. Also spoken of as, to throw a twister, or to throw a meter. Writing: A letter or note on a paper saturated with drugs and ironed out. Writing, to be: To be making out prescriptions for narcotics. Example: "A croaker in Peoria is writing for me." Yen: The desire for narcotics. This is most intense immediately after the drug has been withdrawn during the withdrawal illness. This word was borrowed from the Chinese from whom the smoking habit was acquired by the underworld. To get one's yen off. To obtain relief from withdrawal illness by using narcotics in some form.
To fix. It is not exactly correct to speak of the yen in cases of relapse because it is usually limited to the withdrawal illness. A man may relapse when he feels no yen in this sense at all. Yen-hock: A large needle used to prepare opium for smoking. Yen-pok: See pill. Yenshee: The residue or ash which forms inside the bowl when opium is smoked. It can be re-cooked and smoked again, although it is usually mixed with fresh opium as it is bitter by itself and also difficult to prepare. It can be used as a substitute for opiates in case of shortage of other forms. See yenshee-gow. Yenshee baby: A difficult bowel movement after a period of constipation caused by the drug. Yenshee boy: An opium smoker. Yenshee-gow: An instrument used to clean out the inside of the bowl of an opium pipe. The process of cleaning is spoken of as "gowing it out." Yenshee quay: Originally meant an opium smoker but has been extended to all addicts. It is said to be derived from the Chinese. See junker.
